
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

  Snowball Toss 
 

Several teams line up and choose someone to toss marshmallows at their team members one by one. The tossers 
stand behind a line, facing their team. Each person in line takes a turn trying to "catch" a marshmallow in their mouth. 
Once a team member catches a marshmallow, they get out of line. The team that has everyone catching a 
marshmallow in their mouth first wins. 

 
  Orange Pass 

 

This game requires two or three teams and one orange per team. The first person on each team holds an orange with 
their chin and neck, trapping it near their collarbone. The object of the contest is to be the first team to move the 
orange down and back up the line by passing it using only their chins. If the orange is dropped at any point, it must be 
brought to the beginning of the line and the team starts from the beginning. Likewise, if a team breaks the "no hands" 
rule, they must start over again. First team to pass the orange all the way down to the end and back again wins! 

 
  Heads or Tails 

 

We have everyone on the dance floor. Every participant chooses one of the following: place his/her hands on his/her 
head or his/her tail. The MC flips a coin.  If it lands on heads, then all those with their hands on their heads remain 
standing. Those with their hands on their butts sit down. Or vice versa if the coin lands on tails. Those who chose 
incorrectly sit down. This continues until one person remains standing. That person is the winner! 

 

A fun trivia option…  Instead of flipping a coin, the MC can ask trivia questions about the birthday boy/girl and the 
participants must choose one of two answers and decide if the answer is the first choice (heads) or the second choice 
(tails). We would like you to help prepare by writing a list of some questions and providing the correct answer to each. 

 
  Animal Sounds 

 

Each player is given a card with an animal listed. Players read the animal on the notecard and keeps the animal to 
themselves, holding onto the notecard. Next, each player puts on a blindfold. All the players then must move around 
the room to find their match, the other person with the same animal as them, by only using the sounds which their 
animal makes. Players are not allowed to speak or remove the blindfolds. As different pairs of people find the correct 
match, we check the papers they have to make sure they are actually the same animal. If not, we send them back to 
the group to keep looking. Those who have found their pair remove themselves from the game area to avoid further 
confusion. This is done until everyone has found their matching animal. 

 
More Fun Options: 

 
  Roast The Birthday Person  

 

Ask if anyone would like to share a story or memory about the birthday guy/girl. 

 
  Soul Train Line Dance  

 

We ask all the dancers to form two lines with a space in the middle for dancers to strut down and dance in 
consecutive order. This is the perfect opportunity for guests to show off their dance moves! 


